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The soluble fraction of brain samples from patients with Alzheimer’s disease contains highly biologically active amyloid-b seeds.

In this study, we sought to assess the potency of soluble amyloid-b seeds derived from the brain and cerebrospinal fluid. Soluble

Alzheimer’s disease brain extracts were serially diluted and then injected into the hippocampus of young, APP transgenic mice.

Eight months later, seeded amyloid-b deposition was evident even when the hippocampus received subattomole amounts of

brain-derived amyloid-b. In contrast, cerebrospinal fluid from patients with Alzheimer’s disease, which contained more than

10-fold higher levels of amyloid-b peptide than the most concentrated soluble brain extracts, did not induce detectable seeding

activity in vivo. Similarly, cerebrospinal fluid from aged APP-transgenic donor mice failed to induce cerebral amyloid-b depos-

ition. In comparison to the soluble brain fraction, cerebrospinal fluid largely lacked N-terminally truncated amyloid-b species and

exhibited smaller amyloid-b-positive particles, features that may contribute to the lack of in vivo seeding by cerebrospinal fluid.

Interestingly, the same cerebrospinal fluid showed at least some seeding activity in an in vitro assay. The present results

indicate that the biological seeding activity of soluble amyloid-b species is orders of magnitude greater in brain extracts

than in the cerebrospinal fluid.
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Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form of senile dementia

and its incidence increases with age. The defining neuropatho-

logical hallmarks are cerebral deposits of amyloid-b peptide and

filamentous tau lesions (neurofibrillary tangles) (Hardy and Selkoe,

2002; Holtzman et al., 2011). The aggregation of amyloid-b pep-

tide is thought to be an early event that drives Alzheimer’s disease

pathogenesis and begins at least a decade before clinical symp-

toms are detected (Hardy and Selkoe, 2002; Holtzman et al.,

2011; Bateman et al., 2012; Villemagne et al., 2013). To diagnose

patients at a preclinical stage, disease biomarkers are crucial.

Reduced levels of amyloid-b42 (the amyloid-b peptide that ends

with amino acid 42) and increased total tau levels in CSF as well as

increased retention of amyloid-b binding agents such as Pittsburgh

compound B in brain using PET are used as diagnostic tools to

identify preclinical Alzheimer’s disease patients (Brys et al., 2009;

Blennow et al., 2012). It is thought that the changes in CSF amyl-

oid-b and tau levels and Pittsburgh compound B retention become

significant only when there is already robust amyloid deposition in

the brain (Blennow et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2012; Maia et al.,

2013).

Amyloid formation in vitro starts with a slow nucleation phase

that leads to formation of the initial nucleus of an amyloid fibril

(‘amyloid-b seed’) (Harper and Lansbury, 1997; Eisenberg and

Jucker, 2012). After this slow nucleation phase amyloid formation

occurs fairly rapidly, i.e. soluble amyloid-b peptide is added to the

amyloid-b seed by conformational conversion. With increasing

size, the amyloid aggregate/fibril has a tendency to break and

form new amyloid-b seeds. These in vitro observations of amyloid

formation have recently been translated to in vivo models by

demonstrating that amyloid-b aggregation can be induced (and

accelerated) in young (pre-depositing) APP transgenic mice

through the intracerebral injections of brain extract containing

aggregated amyloid-b (i.e. amyloid-b seeds) (Kane et al., 2000;

Meyer-Luehmann et al., 2006). Subsequently, it could be demon-

strated that the most potent amyloid-b seeds in brain extracts

from APP23 transgenic mice are small and soluble amyloid-b con-

taining assemblies (Langer et al., 2011). These findings raise the

possibility that soluble amyloid-b assemblies in the human brain

also are potent amyloid-b seeds, and that such seeds may occur in

bodily fluids and could serve as an early diagnostic biomarker for

cerebral b-amyloidogenesis. To test this hypothesis we first as-

sessed the in vivo seeding capacity of soluble human

Alzheimer’s disease brain-derived amyloid-b seeds in young

APP23 transgenic mice. We then examined the seeding efficacy

of human CSF from subjects with and without Alzheimer’s disease

from 50 to 80 years of age.

Materials and methods

Mice
For all experiments, 2.5 to 4-month-old APP23 transgenic mice were

used (Sturchler-Pierrat et al., 1997). Male and female mice were used

and have been randomly assigned to the groups. Consistent with

earlier observations we did not find an obvious gender difference in

the induction of b-amyloidosis, and thus males and females were

combined for the analyses. All mice have been backcrossed

with C57BL/6J mice for 420 generations [C57BL/6J-tg(Thy1-

APPK670N;M671L)23]. All mice were kept under specific pathogen-free

conditions.

Human brain fractions
Human brain tissue (frontal cortex) was obtained from autopsy ma-

terial of histopathologically diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease patients

(mean age 78 years, CERAD C/Braak V-VI stadium; see

Supplementary Table 1 for details). The tissue was immediately

frozen (post-mortem delay 17–42 h) and stored at �80�C until use.

Brain tissue was homogenized at 10% (w/v) in sterile PBS (Lonza) and

the formic-acid soluble brain fraction was prepared as previously

described for APP transgenic mice (Maia et al., 2013). The soluble

brain fraction was obtained by a 100 000g centrifugation and using

the supernatant as previously described for mice (Langer et al., 2011).

The dilutions described in this manuscript refer to the supernatant

fraction.

Human CSF samples
CSF was obtained from a total of 14 human cases, eight Alzheimer’s

disease and six non-Alzheimer’s disease controls, ranging from 52 to

87 years of age (Supplementary Table 1). CSF was obtained by lumbar

puncture and collected in polypropylene vials. Samples were then cen-

trifuged (1600–4000g for 10–15 min at either room temperature or at

4�C), aliquoted, frozen, and stored at �80�C. To investigate the in-

fluence of a freeze-thaw cycle CSF was collected and stored at 4�C

until use. Selected CSF samples from Alzheimer’s disease and control

patients (900 ml starting material) were concentrated (15-fold) before

the injection using a Speed Vac concentrator (Thermo Scientific).

Murine CSF samples
CSF samples from 24-month-old APP23 transgenic mice and age-

matched non-transgenic wild-type mice were collected as previously

described (Maia et al., 2013).

Electrochemiluminescence-linked
immunoassay for amyloid-b
Amyloid-b peptide (amyloid-bx-38, amyloid-bx-40, amyloid-bx-42) con-

centrations in CSF (1:14 dilution), supernatant fraction, and formic

acid fraction were determined with an electrochemiluminescence-

linked immunoassay using the MSD� 96-well Human (6E10) amyl-

oid-b peptide Triplex Assay (Meso Scale Discovery) as previously

described (Langer et al., 2011; Maia et al., 2013). For total amyl-

oid-b peptide levels amyloid-bx-40 and amyloid-bx-42 peptides were

added (amyloid-bx-38 peptide of the supernatant fraction mostly fell

below the limit of detection and thus was not further considered).

Sample preparation and mass
spectrometric analysis
Immunoprecipitation of CSF and the brain supernatant fraction was

performed using a KingFisherTM magnetic particle processor (Thermo

Scientific) as described earlier (Portelius et al., 2007). Briefly, 4 mg each

of antibodies 6E10 and 4G8 (raised against amyloid-b peptide epitopes
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4–9 and 18–22, respectively; Signet Laboratories, Inc) were separately

added to 25 ml Dynabeads M-280 (Dynal) coated with sheep anti-

mouse antibodies. The immunoprecipitations were conducted on

940ml CSF and 3–4 ml supernatant, to which Tween-20 (Bio-Rad)

had been added (final concentration 0.025%). The beads/sample so-

lution was transferred to the KingFisherTM magnetic particle processor

(polypropylene tubes, Thermo Scientific) for washing and elution in a

five-step procedure. The supernatant was dried in a vacuum centrifuge

and redissolved in 5 ml 0.1% formic acid in 20% acetonitrile. Analysis

was done by MALDI TOF/TOF (Autoflex, Bruker Daltonics) in reflector

mode. FlexAnalysis (version 3.3, Bruker Daltonics) was used for auto-

mated integration of the peaks for each spectrum. All solvents were of

HPLC quality.

Stereotactic surgery
APP23 transgenic mice were anaesthetized with a mixture of keta-

mine/xylazine (ketamine 100 mg/kg, xylazine 10 mg/kg). Brain super-

natant fraction or CSF (2.5 ml) were stereotactically placed with a

Hamilton syringe into the hippocampus (antero-posterior �2.5 mm,

lateral � 2.0 mm, dorso-ventral �1.8 mm). Injection speed was

1.25 ml/min and the needle was kept at the injection site for an add-

itional 2 min before withdrawal. The surgical area was cleaned with

sterile PBS and the incision was sutured. The mice were kept under

infrared light and monitored until they had recovered from

anaesthesia.

Histology and immunohistochemistry
Mice were deeply anaesthetized with ketamine (250 mg/kg)/xylazine

(25 mg/kg) and sacrificed by transcardial perfusion with 50 ml ice-cold

PBS. Brains were immersion-fixed for 48 h in 4% paraformaldehyde in

PBS, then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS for additional 48 h.

Brains were cut into 25mm-thick coronal sections using a freezing-

sliding microtome (Leica SM 2000R). Sections were collected in cryo-

protectant (35% ethylene glycol, 25% glycerol in PBS) and stored at

�20�C until use. Immunohistochemistry was performed according to

standard protocols with the Vectastain Elite ABC Kit (Vector

Laboratories). The polyclonal rabbit CN3 antibody to amyloid-b was

used as previously described (Eisele et al., 2010). Sections were coun-

terstained with Congo red according to standard protocols.

Quantitative analysis of total amyloid
load
Total amyloid-b load was quantified on a CN3/Congo red-immunos-

tained set of every 12th systematically sampled, serial, coronal section

throughout the entire hippocampus. A microscope equipped with a

motorized x-y-z stage coupled to a video-microscopy system and

the Stereo Investigator software (MicroBrightField, Inc) was used as

previously described (Bondolfi et al., 2002). The investigators who

performed analysis were blind to the inoculation groups. The total

amyloid-b load (%) was determined by calculating the areal fraction

occupied by CN3- and Congo red-positive immunostaining in 2D sec-

tors (�20/0.45 objective).

In vitro seeding analysed by super-
resolution fluorescence microscopy
Monomeric amyloid-b1-40 peptide (Bachem) was prepared by sequen-

tial treatment with trifluoroacetic acid and hexafluoroisopropanol

(Teplow, 2006). The brain supernatant fraction or CSF (25ml) was

incubated at 37�C for 72 h together with 25 mM of amyloid-b1-40

peptide, 10% of which was labelled with HilyteTM Fluor 647

(HF647; Anaspec, Cambridge Bioscience). Final total volume was

50 ml. After incubation, 25ml were deposited onto a Lab-Tek II cham-

bered cover-glass (NUNC, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and incubated for

30 min at 37�C in order for the aggregates/seeds to settle on the glass

surface before immunofluorescence staining was performed. The solu-

tions were blocked for 1 h in 5% normal donkey serum/PBS and then

probed with anti-Ab antibody CN3 (1:300) and secondary Alexa

Fluor� 568 (AF568) labelled antibodies (1:200) (Life Technologies).

After washing with 0.05% Tween/PBS, photo-switching buffer was

added followed by super-resolution imaging using a Nikon Eclipse TE

300 inverted widefield microscope, and a �100, 1.49 NA TIRF object-

ive lens (Kaminski Schierle et al., 2011; Pinotsi et al., 2014). Imaging

was in highly inclined illumination mode to image deeper into the

amyloid-b seeds/aggregates. The imaged field covered 128 � 128

camera pixels corresponding to an area on the sample of

�20 � 20mm. Typically, 10 000 fluorescence frames with 10 ms expos-

ure time were recorded. From each image stack a reconstructed

dSTORM image was generated by using the open source

rainSTORM software developed in-house and written in MATLAB

(The MathWork Inc.). Analysis of the aggregate size was performed

using ImageJ (NIH).

Study approval
The experimental procedures using mice were carried out in accord-

ance with the veterinary office regulations of Baden-Württemberg

(Germany) and Basel (Switzerland) and approved by the local Animal

Care and Use Committees (N6/10; N7/12; BS2471). The study using

human material was approved by the ethics committees of the Medical

Faculty, University of Tübingen, Germany (94/2013BO2) and of the

Medical Faculty, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany (14-5860-BO

and 14-5861-BO).

Results

Amyloid-b seeding activity of diluted
soluble fractions from Alzheimer’s
disease brains
Amyloid-b peptide measurements of the PBS-soluble 100 000g

supernatant fraction of fresh-frozen autopsied Alzheimer’s disease

neocortical brain tissue revealed 512 � 193 pg/ml amyloid-b pep-

tide (i.e. total amyloid-bx-40 and amyloid-bx-42) (Table 1), which

is5 0.2% of the total (formic acid-soluble) amyloid-bx-40 and

amyloid-bx-42 in the same brain tissue (259 228 � 65 097 pg/ml;

n = 4, Supplementary Table 1). Mass spectrometric analysis of

the supernatant fraction indicated that the major amyloid-b spe-

cies were amyloid-b1-40 peptide, and a variety of species truncated

at amino acid 4, in particular amyloid-b4-40 and amyloid-b4-42

peptides (Supplementary Fig. 1A). Overall this was very similar

to previously published findings for the formic acid soluble brain

fraction (Portelius et al., 2010). The supernatant fraction was fur-

ther diluted in PBS (1:10, 1:100 and 1:1000) and 2.5ml were in-

jected into the hippocampus of young, pre-depositing APP23

transgenic mice. Eight months later the hippocampi were
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immunohistochemically analysed for amyloid-b deposition. Results

revealed a dilution-dependent induction of amyloid-b deposition

(Fig. 1). Strikingly, even the 1:1000 dilutions, containing �500 fg/

ml amyloid-b peptide (i.e.� 1 fg amyloid-b peptide/per injected

hippocampus) still induced appreciable amyloid-b deposition

throughout the hippocampus (Fig. 1). The induced amyloid-b de-

position was largely diffuse in nature, consistent with previous

studies using soluble amyloid-b seeds from APP transgenic mice

(Langer et al., 2011).

Human CSF lacks amyloid-b seeding
activity in vivo
CSF samples from eight patients with Alzheimer’s disease and six

age-matched non-Alzheimer’s disease control subjects were

collected and revealed 410-fold higher amyloid-b peptide concen-

tration compared to the supernatant fraction of the Alzheimer’s dis-

ease cortex (Table 1). Mass spectrometric analysis showed amyloid-b

peptides starting at amino acid 1, the major species being amyloid-

b1-17, amyloid-b1-38, and amyloid-b1-40 (Supplementary Fig. 1B),

similar to previously published findings for other CSF samples

(Portelius et al., 2007). To determine whether human CSF harbours

amyloid-b-inducing activity, 2.5ml of undiluted human CSF was in-

jected into the hippocampus of young, pre-depositing APP23 trans-

genic mice, and compared with the amyloid-b-inducing activity of

the supernatant fraction from Alzheimer’s disease brain (Fig. 2).

Although the supernatant revealed the expected induction of amyl-

oid-b deposition, neither the CSF samples from patients with

Alzheimer’s disease nor from control patients induced any amyloid-

b deposition after a 6–8 month incubation period (Fig. 2 and Table 1).

Figure 1 Induction of amyloid-b deposition by a PBS-soluble Alzheimer’s disease brain fraction. The soluble fractions of brain tissue from

two different Alzheimer’s disease patients (SN = 100 000 g supernatant of 1:10 brain homogenate; 333 and 898 pg amyloid-b peptide/ml,

respectively) were further diluted 1:10, 1:100 and 1:1000 in PBS and 2.5 ml was bilaterally injected into the hippocampus of young, pre-

depositing 4-month-old APP23 transgenic mice. Animals were immunohistochemically analysed for amyloid-b deposition after an 8-

month incubation period. Shown is a representative overview of the hippocampal area. No obvious differences in the induced amyloid-b
deposition were noted between the supernatant of the two patients. (A) supernatant; (B) supernatant 1:10; (C) supernatant 1:100; and

(D) supernatant 1:1000; (E) PBS. (F) Quantitative stereological analysis of the amyloid-b deposition (amyloid-b load in the hippocampus,

n = 3�5 mice/group, mean � SEM). The numbers above the bars indicate the number of animals with induced amyloid-b deposition/

total number of animals injected. Scale bar = 200 mm.

Table 1 Testing of CSF for amyloid-b seeding capacity

Sex Mean age Amyloid-b42 Total amyloid-b Seeding activity

Fraction (m/f) (years) (pg/ml) (pg/ml) Incubation Induction*

Alzheimer’s disease brain SN n = 3 2/1 78 73 � 18 512 � 193 6–8 months 12/12

Alzheimer’s disease CSF n = 8 4/4 66 514 � 199 8644 � 1514 6–8 months 0/27

Control CSF n = 6 3/3 63 717 � 111 6834 � 1835 6–8 months 0/26

CSF APP transgenic n = 2 2/- 2 2750 � 323 31455 � 2508 8 months 0/3

CSF wild-type n = 2 2/- 2 n.d. n.d. 8 months 0/1

*The total number of animals with induced amyloid-b deposition/total number of animals tested is indicated (for more detailed information about subjects, clinical diagnosis
and biochemical measurements see Supplementary Table 1).
SN = supernatant; m = male; f = female; n.d. = not detected.
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Selected CSF samples (Alzheimer’s disease and control subjects) were

also concentrated 15-fold using a Speed Vac concentrator but also

the concentrated samples did not induce amyloid-b deposition 6

months later (n = 3; results not shown).

Freeze-thaw cycles may change the amyloid-b concentration in

CSF and/or its seeding activity (Schoonenboom, 2004). To exclude

this possibility, CSF from two of the patients with Alzheimer’s

disease was either frozen or kept at 4�C until use (within 20 h).

However, fresh CSF did not reveal any amyloid-b seeding activity

either (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 1).

It has been reported that the CSF environment is inhibitory for

amyloid-b fibril formation (Wisniewski et al., 1993) although such

findings are controversial (Ikeda et al., 2010). Nevertheless, to test

the possibility that the activity of amyloid-b seeds in CSF is

masked by inhibitory factors, the supernatant fraction of the

Alzheimer’s disease cortex was mixed (1:1) with Alzheimer’s dis-

ease CSF and injected into the hippocampus of young APP23

transgenic mice. Results revealed robust induction of amyloid-b
deposition with the supernatant/CSF mixture (which was indistin-

guishable from a supernatant/PBS mixture) but not with the cor-

responding CSF alone (Supplementary Fig. 2).

Murine CSF also lacks amyloid-b seed-
ing activity in vivo
To exclude species differences as a reason for the lack of amyloid-

b seeding with human CSF, murine CSF from amyloid-b laden

2-year-old APP23 transgenic mice and age-matched wild-type

control mice were collected and immediately injected into the

hippocampus of pre-depositing APP23 transgenic mice. The CSF

amyloid-b peptide concentration of the aged APP23 transgenic

mice was 4.5 times higher than the amyloid-b peptide concentra-

tion in human CSF (Table 1) which mainly reflects the 5 - to 7-fold

overexpression of APP in APP23 transgenic mice (Sturchler-Pierrat

et al., 1997). Immunohistological analysis of the inoculated mice 8

months later revealed no amyloid-b deposition (Supplementary

Fig. 3). To determine whether longer incubation periods would

be necessary for the induction of amyloid-b deposition, young

pre-depositing APP23 transgenic mice were unilaterally inoculated

with murine CSF derived from five additional aged APP23 trans-

genic mice. Unilateral injections were necessary to compare the

injected side with the non-injected side since in this mouse model,

endogenous amyloid-b deposition in the hippocampus begins

to appear at 8–10 months of age. At 14 and 21 months post-

inoculation there was no appreciable difference in amyloid-b
deposition between the injected versus non-injected side, and no

sign of amyloid-b seeding at or near the injection sites (n = 10 host

mice, results not shown).

Amyloid-b particle size in CSF and
soluble brain fraction
Stimulated by a recent study reporting in vitro amyloid-b seeding

activity of Alzheimer’s disease CSF (Salvadores et al., 2014),

we tested two Alzheimer’s disease CSF samples and two brain

supernatant fractions for seeding activity. We employed super-

resolution imaging to visualize amyloid-b-positive particles and

their elongation by synthetic amyloid-b peptide (Supplementary

Fig. 4). Results revealed that amyloid-b-positive particles (presum-

ably amyloid-b aggregates) in Alzheimer’s disease CSF were smal-

ler than those derived from the brain supernatant fraction.

Interestingly, there was at least some elongation (seeding) of the

CSF amyloid-b-positive particles in this in vitro assay, albeit less

compared to the elongation in the brain supernatant fraction

(Supplementary Fig. 4).

Discussion
Early diagnosis and treatment of Alzheimer’s disease remains chal-

lenging. This is of interest, as therapeutic interventions for

Alzheimer’s disease are expected to be most effective when

applied at an early stage before neurodegeneration has occurred.

Amyloid-b seeds are among the few candidates for both a thera-

peutic target and early biomarker as they are predicted to form

Figure 2 Human CSF does not induce cerebral b-amyloidosis. The soluble fraction of an Alzheimer’s disease brain extract (supernatant,

see Fig. 1) and undiluted human CSF were injected into young, pre-depositing 3- to 4-month-old APP23 transgenic mice (2.5 ml bilat-

erally). Brains were immunohistochemically analysed for amyloid-b deposition after a 6–8 month incubation period (Supplementary Table

1). (A) The supernatant (SN) fraction of an Alzheimer’s disease patient induced the expected amyloid-b deposition (see Fig. 1A). (B and C)

Neither CSF from Alzheimer’s disease patients (shown is A023) nor control subjects (shown is A009) revealed any amyloid-b deposition.

CSF from eight Alzheimer’s disease patients and six control subjects was tested in 2–10 mice per CSF sample. Two CSF samples were

tested both fresh and frozen (for details see Supplementary Table 1). The total number of animals with induced amyloid-b deposition/total

number of animals tested is indicated. Scale bar = 200 mm. AD = Alzheimer’s disease.
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very early in Alzheimer’s disease pathogenesis (Jucker and Walker,

2013). In the present study we demonstrate that the soluble

Alzheimer’s disease brain fraction contains highly active amyloid-

b seeds that induce b-amyloidosis. Indeed, intrahippocampal injec-

tions of the 1000-fold diluted supernatant fraction (i.e. 10 000-

fold diluted soluble Alzheimer’s disease brain material) containing

only �1 fg amyloid-b (corresponding to �130 000 monomeric

amyloid-b molecules) induced appreciable amyloid-b deposition

after an 8-month incubation period in at least 50% of the

APP23 transgenic host mice. The induction of amyloid-b depos-

ition in APP23 transgenic mice using more highly concentrated

extract followed a hyperbolic function. Our data show that

in vivo testing of the amyloid-b-inducing activity is a highly sen-

sitive bioassay.

Small amyloid-b species ranging from dimers to larger oligo-

mers, and protofibrils have been suggested to be the most patho-

genic species (Mucke and Selkoe, 2012). Consistently, in

Alzheimer’s disease post-mortem brain samples, soluble amyloid-

b species were found to correlate with diagnosis and severity of

Alzheimer’s disease dementia (Shankar et al., 2008; Noguchi

et al., 2009; Tomic et al., 2009; Mc Donald et al., 2010;

Esparza et al., 2013; Lesné et al., 2013). The soluble amyloid-b
assemblies that manifest this exceptionally potent amyloid-b-indu-

cing activity in vivo have so far not been identified, but likely

consist also of amyloid-b peptide multimers. Therefore it is likely

that the amount of the most potent amyloid-inducing subpopula-

tion of amyloid-b required for seeding is considerably below the

1 fg of total amyloid-b peptide injected in the present studies.

In contrast to the soluble brain fraction, no amyloid-b-inducing

activity of CSF was found in our in vivo assay, even though the

amyloid-b peptide concentrations in CSF were at least 10-fold

higher compared to the amyloid-b peptide concentrations in the

soluble brain fraction. When soluble, brain-derived seeds were

mixed with CSF, the seeding potency of the brain seeds was main-

tained, indicating that the CSF per se does not inhibit seeding, at

least under our experimental conditions. Some previous studies

reported a lack of amyloid-b oligomers in CSF using assays with

a detection limit in the low pg/ml range (Esparza et al., 2013;

Yang et al., 2013) whereas others reported amyloid-b oligomers

in CSF at a concentration of 0.5–2.5 pg/ml (Hölttä et al., 2013).

The present data show that our in vivo assay can detect amyloid-b
seeding activity at 0.5 pg/ml amyloid-b peptide and likely below. If

present at such concentrations in CSF, oligomeric amyloid-b spe-

cies very likely are not seeding-competent in vivo. It is possible

that N-terminally truncated amyloid-b species, such as those be-

ginning at position 4, contribute directly or indirectly to the in vivo

seeding activity of the soluble Alzheimer’s disease brain fraction

because amyloid-b peptide N-terminal truncations were largely

absent in the CSF.

The finding that the same CSF samples that lack in vivo seeding

are capable of at least some seeding activity in vitro, though un-

expected, was consistent with a recent study that also reported

amyloid-b seeding activity by Alzheimer’s disease CSF in vitro

(Salvadores et al., 2014). The reasons for the discrepant in vivo

and in vitro seeding activity of CSF will require further study, but

an important factor may relate to the much higher concentration

of (monomeric) amyloid-b peptide available under in vitro

conditions. Our results also revealed that the amyloid-b peptide

aggregates in the CSF were smaller than those in the soluble brain

fraction, and thus are presumably less stable which, in turn, may

also explain their lack of seeding activity in vivo (Weber et al.,

2006).

While the lack of detectable in vivo amyloid-b-inducing activity

in human CSF can be seen as a negative result in terms of de-

veloping an early and/or predictive Alzheimer’s disease biomarker

assay, it is reassuring that human CSF, which is routinely handled

in many laboratories, does not seem to contain the self-propagat-

ing amyloid-b seeds that have been shown to be transmissible

under laboratory conditions (Jucker and Walker, 2013).
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